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Quantum diamond sensors containing Nitrogen Vacancy (NV) centers were integrated
into the culture of spontaneously electrically active cultures of live mouse primary
cortical neurons. Two diamond formats were used enabling extracellular studies of cells
cultured directly on a planar diamond plate and intracellular studies via endocytosis
mediated integration of nanoscale diamond particles within cells. Over a 14 days
culture period functional neuronal networks formed as confirmed by endogenous
calcium transients detected via fluorescent imaging of a calcium probe (Fluo-5 AM).
Spatially correlated images of photoluminescence from NV centers were also recorded
demonstrating successful acquisition of optically detected magnetic resonance from
regions of endogenously firing neuronal cultures. Further, a fast and simple measurement
protocol based on acquisition of NV photoluminescence without and with the application
of near resonant microwaves is presented. This protocol was applied to live signaling cells
and dead cells. The relative photoluminescence from NVs with and without microwaves
varied for the case of live as compared to dead cells warranting future investigation.
Overall this work presents a protocol for integration of NV diamond sensors in a
spontaneously active network of neuronal cells of relevance to the field of neuroscience.
Photoluminescence from NV centers was detected with high spatiotemporal resolution
using measurement protocols potentially capable of single shot detection of neuronal
activity. It is anticipated that the methodologies introduced in this work will underpin the
establishment of NV diamond sensors as a radically new measurement platform capable
of rapid, non-destructive functional studies of cells.
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INTRODUCTION
Spontaneous neuronal activity is a fundamental feature of all known neuronal networks and has
been well-documented in such various systems as the cerebral cortex, hippocampus, retina, and
spinal cord, both in vitro and in vivo [1–3]. In dissociated primary cortical cultures, as with
other neuronal networks, the development of spontaneous electrical activity undergoes a global
increase in complexity over time, with neurons exhibiting network-wide activity in characteristic
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spatiotemporal patterns [4, 5]. Indeed, a prominent feature of
network maturation in vitro is the development of spontaneous
synchronized bursts of activity across the network, which
strongly correlate with synaptic density/strength [6, 7]. There is
great interest in understanding the formation and maturation
of neuronal activity due to the essential role this activity has
in developmental processes including neurogenesis, migration,
programmed cell death, cellular differentiation, and synaptic
plasticity [3]. Moreover, spontaneous synchronized burst activity
has been presented as a functional hallmark of developing
neocortical networks [3]. In vitro cultures of isolated primary
cortical neurons represent a valuable biological system for
neurobiologists to study the development of neuronal networks,
their activity, and the role this activity has in functional
maturation of cortical circuits [8]. Indeed, cortical neurons
within culture self-organize to form spontaneously active
networks generating action potentials and intracellular calcium
transients that resemble many basic properties of spontaneous
activity observed in the immature neocortex in vivo [3].
Allied to the need for relevant biological systems to study
neuronal network development is the demand for suitable
electrophysiological techniques to study neuronal activity.
The gold standard for in vitro electrophysiological studies
is patch clamping [9]. Multiple patch clamping recording
configurations (whole-cell, perforated-patch, cell-attached,
outside-out) are available enabling high temporal resolution
recordings from single neurons down to single ion channels.
The high sensitivity of patch clamping allows the assessment
of passive electrophysiological properties such as membrane
potential, input resistance, and capacitance, as well as the
study of spontaneous action potentials or current-induced
depolarizations [10]. Unfortunately patch clamping is
experimentally challenging and does not allow population
level studies to characterize important hallmarks of developing
neuronal networks, namely the establishment of network
wide synchronous firing [11]. Electrophysiological techniques
founded on the use of microelectrode arrays (MEAs) that enable
parallel and multi-site extracellular recordings of cell activity are
now widely used to study the coordinated activity of neuronal
networks on a global level [12]. Typically, MEAs consist of
regularly spaced transducers in a planar array enabling sampling
of the electrical signals from many cells simultaneously, thus
lacking single cell resolution. This approach allows long-term
recordings of extracellular field potentials with spatial resolution
determined by the density and spacing of transducers [13] and
the density of the neuronal culture [14].
Alternative approaches are founded on the use of fluorescent
reporters that enable subcellular spatial resolution of neuronal
activity simultaneously across whole networks at a population
level [15]. Moreover, fluorescent microscopy techniques coupled
with fluorescent probes, are capable of recording changes in
voltage and specific ion flux across cell membranes. To this
end, fluorescent reporters of changes in intracellular calcium
concentrations associated with action potentials are widely used
[16, 17]. Indeed, calcium is an important second messenger,
and following a burst of action potentials, depolarization of the
neuron opens different voltage-gated ion channels, including
voltage-gated calcium channels, resulting in a rapid and
transient calcium influx that can also trigger Ca2+ release from
intracellular stores resulting in a transient increase of cytoplasmic
calcium [1, 6, 17, 18]. Advantageously, fluorescent studies of
calcium transients enable the investigation of global neuronal
network dynamics (e.g., analysis of network ensembles, network
synchronicity) as well as single cell kinetics (e.g., frequency and
amplitude of calcium events). A shortcoming of such fluorescent
methods however is the rapid photobleaching that can occur
in the case of organic fluorophores, cytotoxicity of probes, and
limited sensitivity of probes to changes in cell electrophysiology.
An emerging technology with promise to enable the activity
of individual and networks of neuronal cells to be studied with
high sensitivity and unprecedented spatiotemporal resolution
is centered on exploitation of the spin and charge dependent
optical properties of an atomic defect within diamond, namely
the Nitrogen Vacancy (NV) center [19–21]. The NV center
has attracted attention as a potential fluorescent probe for
use in biological imaging due to its high quantum yield,
robust luminescence, which does not bleach or blink under
normal conditions, and the inherent low cytotoxicity of
diamond [22, 23]. There is growing interest in exploiting
the quantum sensing capabilities of the NV center to probe
biological systems with unprecedented sensitivity [24–28]. To
this end significant effort is being directed at measurement
schemes for spatiotemporal mapping of live cell activity
at a network level with nanoscale resolution. In particular,
several theoretical studies have numerically simulated the
time dependent transmembrane potential of a morphologically
reconstructed hippocampal CA1 pyramidal neuron [29, 30].
Predictions confirmed the feasibility of imaging planar neuron
activity non-invasively at millisecond temporal resolution and
micron spatial resolution over wide-fields using NV based
magnetic field sensing protocols [29]. On a smaller scale the
quantum dynamics of a NV probe in proximity to a model
system consisting of an ion channel in a lipid bilayer were
investigated theoretically. This study focused on the quantum
decoherence of the NV probe caused by ion channel operation
and concluded the NV center is sufficiently sensitive to the flow
of ions through the channel to allow real-time detection [31].
Landmark experimental studies demonstrated single-neuron
axon potential magnetic sensing exterior to live invertebrate
giant axons [26]. Here exogenous signals were injected down
the giant axons, which acted effectively as a current carrying
wire, and the resulting magnetic field detected using NV
magnetometry. These experimental findings were subsequently
used in a theoretical study based on a forward modeling scheme
to determine the feasibility of NV based sensing protocols
to track extracellular electric potentials from transmembrane
currents and the extracellular magnetic field from intracellular
axial currents in cells [30]. This methodology demonstrated the
feasibility of precise measurement of action potential waveforms
from individual giant axons, as well as correlations between the
magnetic field generated and the action potential conduction
velocity and propagation direction. In addition to magnetic
field sensing protocols studies have also demonstrated voltage
induced switching of the charge state of the NV center between
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the negative and neutral states, which owing to the different
emission spectra of these charge states led to modulation
of fluorescence [32]. Significantly this study detected clear
fluorescence modulation with voltage changes of the order of
those known to exist in functional neuronal cultures opening up
an alternative NV sensing method to monitor neuronal network
activity. Combined, the theoretical and experimental studies
reported to date demonstrate the feasibility of NV based quantum
sensing protocols to study neuronal network activity that exploit
the known dependence of NV center emission on quantum
decoherence, local electromagnetic noise, and charge state.
Fundamental to the realization of all NV sensing schemes as
approaches for studying network activity this is the establishment
of viable strategies for the integration of NV diamond sensors
within cell culture protocols that support the formation of active
neuronal networks. Moreover, it is critical that future studies of
well-characterized biological systems are performed, in particular
of endogenous signaling within widely used experimental
systems in neuronal studies [29]. Herein, such strategies
are demonstrated within cultures of highly interconnected
neuronal networks of murine primary cortical neurons [17].
Significantly, this work demonstrates for the first time to
the authors’ knowledge NV sensing protocols within cultures
of highly interconnected neuronal networks, which generate
spontaneous and synchronized waves of endogenous neuronal
activity. The work presents two culture formats to support
either extracellular studies of cells cultured directly on a planar
diamond plate or intracellular studies via endocytosis mediated
integration of nanoscale diamond particles within cells. NV
sensing protocols based on the acquisition of optically detected
magnetic resonance (ODMR) spectra andmicrowavemodulation
of photoluminescence were deployed in a widefield format.
Time lapse recordings of NV photoluminescence was performed
across cultures of live and dead neuronal cells alongside
spatially correlated fluorescent detection of calcium activity. It
is envisaged that the protocols reported here, in combination
with knowledge from the existing body of literature will facilitate
the implementation of NV diamond sensors for widefield, high
resolution spatiotemporal mapping of endogenous neuronal
activity within biologically relevant conditions.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Mouse Primary Cortical Cultures
All animal studies were conducted in compliance with the ethics
and animal welfare in place in the University of Nottingham, in
accordance to the 1986 Animals (Scientific Procedures) act.
C57/BL6 mouse embryos at E16–E17 developmental stage
were culled and their brains removed. The brain cortices
were dissected and the meninges separated under a dissection
microscope. The tissue was further incubated in Hanks Balanced
Salt Solution (HBSS, Ca2+ and Mg2+-free; Gibco) with 1 mg/ml
trypsin and 5 mg/ml DNAseI (both Sigma) at 37◦C/5% CO2 for
30min. Following treatment with 0.05% (v/v) trypsin inhibitor
(Life Technologies), the tissue was washed in Neurobasal media
(Gibco) and 5 mg/ml DNAseI was added before mechanical
dissociation of the tissue. The cells were finally washed in
Neurobasal media and spun down at 250 × g for 5min.
Dissociated cells were further resuspended in Neurobasal media
supplemented with 1x GlutaMax and 2% (v/v) B-27 (both Gibco)
and seeded in 35mm µ-Dishes high (Ibidi) with or without
diamond plate at 1.25 × 105/cm2. Neuronal cortical networks
were allowed to develop for 14 days before measurements were
performed. Following measurement the live cultures of cells were
fixed in a solution of 4% paraformaldehyde for 30min followed
by washing in phosphate buffered saline (PBS). The samples were
then stored in PBS overnight at 40◦C, after which experiments
previously performed on live cultures, were repeated for the dead
cortical network.
Loading of Fluorescent Calcium Indicator
and Measurement of Calcium Transients
Fluo-5 AM (Molecular Probes) was used to monitor intracellular
calcium transients in cortical neuronal networks at DIV14–15 in
culture. Fluo-5 AM was mixed to equal volume of 20% Pluronic
F-127 (Molecular Probes) to help disperse the non-polar ester
in imaging buffer (135mM NaCl, 3mM KCl, 10mM HEPES,
15mM glucose, 1mM MgSO4, 2mM CaCl2, pH 7.4). Primary
cultures were incubated with the 1µM Fluo-5 AM in imaging
buffer for 30min at room temperature for dye loading and next
incubated with imaging buffer for 30min at room temperature
for de-esterification of intracellular AM esters. Spontaneous
neuronal activity was recorded for up to 250 s by acquiring
images of the fluorescent emission from the Fluo-5AM probe
using an inverted fluorescence microscope (Olympus IX83) and
a sCMOS camera (Photometrics 95 Prime B).
Immunofluorescence
Cortical neurons cultured on diamond plates or containing
nanodiamonds were fixed in 4% (w/v) paraformaldehyde (3.6%
sucrose (w/v), 1x PBS, 5mM MgCl2, pH 7.4; ThermoFisher) for
30min at room temperature, washed with 10mM Glycine in
PBS and further permeabilised in PBS/Glycine-Triton (1x PBS,
10mM glycine, 0.2% (v/v) Triton X-100; Sigma) for 20min. The
cultures were then blocked for 1 h at room temperature with 3%
(w/v) BSA in PBS (Sigma), followed by incubation with anti-Gfap
(1:100; Abcam) and anti-acetylated tubulin (1:300; clone 611B-
1, Sigma-Aldrich) in blocking buffer at 4
◦
C/overnight. After
PBS-Triton 0.1% (v/v) washes, secondary antibodies Alexa Fluor
488 and 568 (1:300; Molecular Probes) were incubated where
appropriate for 1 h.
Diamond Samples
Two formats of diamond were used in this work, namely
diamond plates and nanodiamonds. The diamond plates used
were composed of electronic grade single-crystal grown by
chemical vapor deposition. The dimension of the plates was 7.0
× 7.0 × 0.08mm. The crystallographic orientation of the widest
surface of the diamond plate was (100)-oriented and polished to
a smoothness of < 0.5 nm Ra (Delaware Diamond knives). The
diamond plates were implanted with 14N+ ions at an energy of 4
keV with a dose of 1013 ions/cm2 (Innovian corp). Concentration
profiles of the implanted 14N+ ions were determined with the
Monte Carlo simulation code Stopping and Range of Ions in
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Matter (SRIM) [http://www.srim.org] with a projected depth
of 14.7 nm and straggle of 5.6 nm. Following implantation the
samples were annealed under Nitrogen gas according to methods
reported by Chu et al. [33]. Prior to seeding with neuronal cells,
the plates were cleaned by keeping them under acid reflux for
2 h using a 1:1 mixture of concentrated sulfuric and nitric acid.
This was followed by surface oxidation under air for 10 h at
465◦C and another step of refluxing in acid mixture for 2 h. The
diamond plates were then rinsed with sterile deionized water
and adhered to 35mm µ-Dishes (Ibidi) using Norland optical
adhesive. For experiments involving NDs commercially available
red fluorescent NDs of nominal diameter 100 nm and containing
over 1,000 NV centers each (brFND-100; FND Biotech, Taiwan)
were added to cultures at a concentration of 30µg/ml 24 h prior
to NV sensing to allow cell-mediated endocytosis of the NDs.
NV Based Sensing
The instrumentation used for acquisition of ODMR spectra and
microwave modulated photoluminescence from NV centers for
both diamond formats is depicted in Figure 1. In both cases
photoluminescence from NV centers within close proximity to
live cultures of cortical neuronal cells was imaged in a wide-
field format on an inverted fluorescence microscope (Olympus
IX83). Microwaves (MWs) were delivered to the sample via a
2 cm diameter copper loop antenna coated in flexible silicone
mounted on a micrometer translational stage and placed in
contact with the cell media in the culture dish. The antenna was
fed with MWs generated using a Keysight N2581B vector signal
generator and amplified using an AR 20S1G4 MW amplifier.
The signal generator power and the MW amplifier gain were
5 dBm and 30%, respectively. The samples were illuminated
with an attenuated 500 mW, 528 nm fiber coupled multimode
laser (LDi, 89 North), which effectively eliminated diffraction
artifacts commonly encountered with single mode excitation
sources. The excitation light was focused on to the back focal
plane of a high Numerical Aperture (NA) objective lens (1.49
NA), and the emitted photoluminescence filtered through a
650 nm long pass filter and imaged onto a sCMOS camera
(Photometrics 95 Prime B). Image acquisition was synchronized
with MW protocols using an Olympus Real-Time Controller via
the Olympus CellSens software (Tokyo, Japan).
The sensing protocols used are depicted in Figure 2. In
the case of cell cultures containing nanodiamonds, Figure 2A,
ODMR spectra were acquired in the absence of an externally
applied magnetic field owing to the unknown orientation of NVs
within the nanodiamonds. MW modulated photoluminescence
was also recorded under continuous wave (CW) optical
illumination. The protocol, depicted in Figure 2Aiii, involved
time course recordings of photoluminescence with MWs applied
followed by recordings without MWs. In the case of the diamond
plates, Figure 2B, the crystallographic orientation of the NV
centers within the plate was known and here NV sensing
was performed in the presence of a cylindrical neodyninium
magnetic (e-magnetsuk) mounted on a three axis micrometer
translational stage. Application of such a bias external magnetic
field results in line splitting within the ODMR spectra as depicted
in Figure 2Bii. Using this experimental arrangement time course
recordings of NV center photoluminescence was recorded with
and without microwaves as illustrated in Figure 2Biii. The
resulting images for both diamond formats were analyzed
alongside the corresponding calcium recordings for the same
fields of view. Regions of interest within the calcium reporter
images identified to contain functioning neuronal cells were
spatially correlated with images of NV photoluminescence. The
mean pixel intensity associated with NV photoluminescence
within each ROI was calculated as a function of MW frequency
(2.77–2.97 GHz), to generate ODMR spectra, and over time with
MWs on (2.93 GHz with bias magnet, 2.87 GHz without bias
magnet) and MWs off.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 3 depicts the methodology used for in vitro culture of
isolated cortical neurons with nanodiamonds (Figure 3Ai) and
on a diamond plate (Figure 3Bi). Figures 3Aii,Bii display fixed
cell immunofluorescence images of cells after 14 days of culture
for the case of nanodiamonds and a diamond plate, respectively.
Both images highlight the nucleus within cells, depicted as
blue, and the tubulin, depicted as green. The co-localization
of nanodiamond with cells is also evident in Figure 3Aii, as
displayed in the red channel. Live images of cells obtained
using differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy are also
shown for the nanodiamond (Figure 3Aiii) and diamond plate
protocols (Figure 3Biii) which display the morphology of cells
and network structure consistent with that expected of cortical
neuronal networks after 14 days of culture.
To further demonstrate the functional viability of neuronal
cultures, Fluo5-AM loading was used to evaluate calcium
transients in cells cultured using the nanodiamond (Figure 4A)
and diamond plate (Figure 4B) protocols. Video recordings
of the time course expression of Fluo5-AM were made
(Supplementary Videos 1, 2) with exemplar image frames
shown in Figures 4Ai,Bi. The spatial expression of the
fluorescence signal within these cultures is depicted in the
green channel within these images. Time traces of Fluo-5AM
expression extracted from multiple ROIs within the field of
view with temporally varying expression of calcium activity
are also shown, recorded over 200 s and 5 s time periods. The
corresponding frequency domain results of data obtained
for 5 s is also shown Figures 4Aiv,Biv. For both diamond
formats there is a dominant frequency of 0.5Hz suggesting
cultures integrated with diamond plates and nanodiamonds
both support similar rates of activity consummate with slow
rhythms seen in dissociated neuronal cultures [16]. Collectively
these results indicate spontaneous and co-ordinated activity
is occurring across the neuronal networks. These results
support the conjecture that the culture protocols presented
herein allowed the establishment of a functional network with
spontaneously signaling neurons within proximity of NV based
diamond sensors.
Figure 5 presents results from applying NV sensing protocols,
as depicted in Figure 2A, to live cultures of neuronal networks
containing nanodiamonds. ODMR spectra from ROIs within
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FIGURE 1 | Schematic of experimental system (A) and photograph of laboratory set up (B).
FIGURE 2 | Depiction of experimental measurement protocols for nanodiamonds (A) and the diamond plate (B). Experimental studies of nanodiamonds were
performed in the absence of an externally applied bias magnetic field (Ai), producing an ODMR spectrum with one minimum (Aii). The measurement protocol for
detection of magnetically modulated photoluminescence from nanodiamonds is also shown (Aiii). An externally applied magnetic field was used in diamond plate
sensing protocols (Bi), producing ODMR spectra with multiple minima (Bii). The protocol for MW modulation of photoluminescence in the case of the diamond plate is
also depicted (Biii).
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FIGURE 3 | Schematic of culture protocol with nanodiamonds (Ai), and the diamond plate (Bi). Immunofluorescence images are also shown of cells containing
nanodiamonds added at day 14 (Aii) and cells after 14 days of culture on a diamond plate (Bii). In addition differential interference contrast (DIC) of live cells containing
nanodiamonds (Aiii), and live cells on the diamond plate (Biii), are shown.
FIGURE 4 | Widefield fluorescent images of the calcium reporter Fluo-5AM are shown for the case of nanodiamonds (Ai), and the diamond plate (Bi). Time course
traces of mean pixel intensity extracted from temporal recording of Fluo-5AM from five separate regions of interest are shown over a 200 s period for nanodiamonds
(Aii) and the diamond plate (Bii). Time recordings sampled at a higher temporal frequency for a 5 s time period are also shown for the nanodiamond (Aiii), and diamond
plate (Biii), formats along with their corresponding frequency domain signals, respectively (Aiv) and (Biv).
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FIGURE 5 | Results of nanodiamond based NV sensing within live cultures of cells. ROIs within the calcium dye image field of view indicating active cells were spatially
correlated with ROIs within an identical field of view of images based on NV photoluminescence. ODMR spectra from four ROIs is shown in (A) in addition to temporal
recordings of photoluminescence relative to the minimum intensity within each time series (B) for the case of MWs off (blue, dashed line) and MWs on (red, solid line).
FIGURE 6 | Results of diamond plate based NV sensing from live and dead cultures of neuronal networks. ODMR spectra of live cells from four ROIs spatially
correlated with active cells as reported by Fluo-5AM are shown (A) in addition to ODMR spectra obtained from dead cells (B). Time traces of the difference in
photoluminescence with MWs off to MWs on, relative to the photoluminescence with MWs on, for four ROIs recorded from live cells (upper traces, red, solid line) and
dead cells (lower traces, blue, dashed line) are also shown (C).
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the culture that are spatially correlated with ROIs identified
via calcium imaging to contain active cells are displayed in
Figure 5A. The results are typical of ODMR spectra acquired
in the absence of externally applied bias magnetic fields with
the minor splitting in the spectrum attributed to diamond
lattice strain. Time course recordings of photoluminescence
from the same ROIs were also taken with (red, solid line)
and without (blue, dashed line) MWs. Figure 5B displays the
time varying change in photoluminescence relative to the
minimum intensity within each time series. A moving average
of window size three was applied to the data to reduce
signal noise. In all ROIs selected the photoluminescence in the
absence of microwaves is higher than during the application
of microwaves close to the resonant frequency as expected
based on the electronic structure of the NV− defect. The time
traces appear to contain periodic signals that maybe related to
transient changes in the electrical and magnetic environment in
proximity to the nanodiamonds associated with network activity.
Potential mechanisms producing the observed modulation in
photoluminescence include charge state switching of the NV
centers and spin noise associated with net changes in ion flux
from clusters of cells.
Figure 6 presents results from NV based measurements for
live and dead cells in the case of culture on the planar diamond
plate using measurement protocols depicted in Figure 2B. In
the case of live cell studies ROIs spatially correlated with active
cells as indicated by calcium imaging were analyzed and ROIs
from images of dead cells were chosen that contained cells
morphologically indicative of neuronal cells. Figures 6A,B show
ODMR spectra from separate ROIs within cultures of live and
dead cells, respectively. The spectra are indicative of those
obtained in the presence of an external bias magnetic field and
it should be noted that asymmetries within spectra from live cells
are a result of suboptimal bias field alignment with respect to the
NV axis. Time course recordings of photoluminescence obtained
with MWs consecutively on and off were analyzed for each ROI
with a moving average of window size five applied. Figure 6C
presents time traces of the difference in photoluminescence with
MWs off to with MWs on, relative to the photoluminescence
with MWs on, for four ROIs recorded from live cells (upper
traces, red) and dead cells (lower traces, blue). Of note is the
larger relative change in photoluminescence and the apparent
time varying change in this value recorded from the live cells, as
compared to the dead cells. The origin of these differences may
arise from the time varying changes in electrical and magnetic
activity within the live cell cultures as compared to the static
conditions within the dead cell samples. However, regardless of
the origin of these observations they warrant future investigation.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a methodology for integration of NV diamond
sensors within a spontaneously active live network of cortical
neurons was for the first time to the authors’ knowledge
presented. The strategies outlined will be fundamental to the
realization of NV sensing schemes for studying cell function,
in particular the spontaneous and synchronized endogenous
electrical activity from networks of live neuronal cells. Here,
NV based diamond sensors in two formats were deployed,
namely nanodiamonds and diamond plates. In both cases
calcium activity, as indicated by the fluorescent dye Fluo-
5AM, was used as a reporter of network signaling in a
widefield format. ROIs within cultures of live cells identified
by calcium activity were spatially correlated with ROIs within
images formed by recording photoluminescence from NV
centers. Photoluminescence recorded within these ROIs as a
function of MW frequency was analyzed to produce ODMR
spectra in addition to acquisition of time course recordings
of photoluminescence with and without near resonant MWs.
Differences in photoluminescence modulation amplitude and
frequency were observed with and without MWs and between
live and dead cell cultures. Contributing factors to these
observations may include changes in the NV center charge state
and quenching of photoluminescence caused by changes in local
spin noise associated with quantum decoherence of the NV probe
caused by net variations in ion flux across the culture. In spite
of this mechanistic uncertainty underpinning the experimental
observations, this work presents a simple and fast approach
to monitoring temporal changes in photoluminescence within
live cultures of neuronal cells and is distinct from previously
reported approaches based on magnetometry. Moreover, with
instrumentation based improvements in photon collection and
corresponding enhancement in signal to noise ratios and
measurement speed it is envisaged that single shot detection of
neuronal network activity is feasible. Overall, the work presented
moves the NV field closer to the realization of NV centers
within diamond as a next-generation tool suitable to address
fundamental questions in neuroscience.
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